
With a proven track record of leading employee engagement programs and driving 
transformational solutions globally, bp2w® is revolutionising the way organisations approach 
employee engagement.

What sets bp2w® apart is its unique approach that goes beyond traditional methods. 

By offering both quantitative and qualitative solutions, bp2w® enhances employee engagement in 
a comprehensive and meaningful way. 

Through its pioneering employee engagement diagnostics, bp2w® has firmly established itself as 
a global leader in this field.

As the modern workplace continues to evolve, certain themes are emerging 
as being crucial to the success of any organisation. An Even Better Place to 
Work, bp2w® is dedicated to helping organisations create an optimal work 
environment, that supports the growth and success of individuals and the 
organisation as a whole.
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Introducing our 

bp2w® UnconsciousBias@Work

A comprehensive guide 
to creating a successful 
and diverse workplace.

In today’s fast-paced and 
interconnected world, 
organisations must embrace 
diversity to thrive. This bp2w® 
diagnostic content sheds light 
on the importance of having 
individuals from various 
backgrounds and perspectives 
working together towards a 
common goal.By addressing 
the concept of unconscious bias, 
this offers valuable insights into 
the hidden prejudices, that can 
unknowingly affect decision-making 
and hinder inclusivity. 

It provides practical strategies to identify 
and mitigate unconscious bias, enabling 
organisations to foster a more inclusive and 
collaborative environment.

With a focus on the benefits of diversity, this content emphasises how organisations can tap into a wider 
range of talents and skills. By embracing diversity, companies can unlock innovation, creativity, and 
problem-solving abilities that may have otherwise remained untapped.

UnconsciousBias@Work is a must-have resource for organisations who are committed to creating a 
truly successful workplace. 

Empower your team 
to challenge their own biases, foster inclusivity, 
and harness the full potential of a diverse workforce.


